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core proDuct
Throughout Hero’s Call, reference will be made to the Warhammer 
Fantasy Roleplay Core Product. This refers to either the books 
within the Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay Box Set (Warhammer 
Fantasy Roleplay Rulebook, Tome of Adventure, Tome of Blessings, 
Tome of Mysteries) or the Guides (Player’s Guide, Game Master’s 
Guide, Creature’s Guide). 

hoW to use this book
The	first	half	of	Hero’s Call contains information  
useful to both players and GMs alike. These chapters 
can	be	identified	by	the	following	symbol	at	the	top	
and bottom of each page.  

The second half of Hero’s Call contains information 
intended for GMs alone. These chapters can be 
identified	by	the	following	symbol	at	the	top	and	
bottom of each page.  

corruption/mutation
Throughout Hero’s Call, reference will be made to mutation and 
corruption. The complete rules for mutation and corruption 
can be found in Winds of Magic or the Game Master’s Guide, 
available separately. If you are not using the rules for mutation 
and	corruption,	then	when	an	effect	calls	for	a	target	to	suffer	
corruption,	the	target	should	suffer	an	equal	amount	of	fatigue	and	
stress instead. 

neW ruLes
In addition to a wealth of new information and background 
material on how to expand your adventures into high level play, 
Hero’s Call includes some new and expanded rules on character 
creation and epic threats. Players and GMs should familiarise 
themselves with these new rules before using them in play.

neW character creation options

Includes	new	rules	and	content	for	playing	both	halfling	and	ogre	
characters as well as rules for playing human and dwarf characters 
from regions of the Empire outside of the Reikland. These rules 
can be found in Chapter 2, starting on page 10.

extenDeD chaLLenge ruLes

High-level characters that are both personally and socially power-
ful	may	find	themselves	undertaking	tasks	and	facing	challenges	
that are epic in scope and scale. Rules to resolve these challenges 
with a single roll of the dice are presented in Chapter 3, starting on 
page 23.

skiLL mastery

Truly heroic characters can gain Mastery in a skill, enabling them 
to perform nearly impossible tasks. These rules can be found in 
Chapter 3, starting on page 22.

heroic DifficuLties

Truly potent heroes can attempt feats beyond the abilities of mere 
mortals. Rules explaining heroic tasks can be found in Chapter 3, 
starting on page 23.

using the materiaLs 
incLuDeD With hero’s caLL
Hero’s Call includes a variety of new cards, sheets, and components 
for the Game Master and his players.

neW carDs

The action, location, item, condition, talent, miscast, and wound 
cards can be added to the other cards of those types.

creature carDs

Hero’s Call includes 21 new creature cards. Full rules for creature 
cards can be found in the Creature Guide and abbreviated rules can 
be found in Chapter 6 on page 43. 

punchboarD

The punchboard components should be carefully removed from 
the frames. The pieces can be added to your existing supply of 
tokens and standups for Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay.

epic threat sheets

There is a saying in the Old World that a man is best judged by the 
quality of his enemies. High-ranking adventurers expect to face 
foes worthy of their great talents and it is the GM’s task to provide 
such challenges. Epic Threat sheets can be used to modify creature 
cards in order to create an even greater threat. See Chapter 6 on 
page 44 for more information on Epic Threat sheets. 

enhance carDs

Hero’s Call introduces 3 new Enhance cards. First introduced in 
Omen’s of War, Enhance cards are a special subset of action cards 
that are used to make existing actions better. Rules for using this 
type of card can be found in Chapter 3, on page 22.

set icon
The cards and sheets included with Lure of Power are 
noted with a special set icon. This allows you to quickly 
identify the supplement materials when sorting, adding, 
or removing cards from your game. 
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With toil and determination, bravery and cunning, a true dedica-
tion to their chosen path and of course just a little luck, heroes may 
reach the ultimate level, the pinnacle of their profession, skilled 
beyond the measure of their peers. They may be elevated to the 
most prestigious rank, a leader of their order, the most skilled or 
most powerful in the land, accustomed to facing and overcoming 
the most perilous of dangers. Fate has led them to this point, mark-
ing them out as shining examples among the multitudes. Truly they 
have attained the heights of power.

However, such status means much more than just killing big-
ger monsters. The chances are, a hero’s new station in life comes 
with a whole range of important responsibilities. High-ranking 
priests must preach and minister to thousands of faithful citizens 
and soldiers. Senior wizards must train the lower ranks and stand 
ready to defend the Empire with their magical abilities. Magis-
trates will be busy prosecuting and sentencing the never-ending 
supply of wrongdoers and miscreants that blight the towns and 
cities of the Empire, while the ruthless individuals who control the 
criminal underworld must work constantly to keep an iron grip on 
their organisations. All these duties leave far less time for simple 

adventuring – these vital tasks must be attended to if the character 
is to retain his position, or he may return from a quest to find he has 
been deposed or replaced.

Fame may well be an unexpected side effect of a hero’s rise to great-
ness, one that can on occasion be problematic. They will likely be 
recognized by passers-by and those they encounter, especially in 
regions close to their home or base of operation. This can cause 
significant difficulties when trying to travel incognito, slip unre-
marked through a crowd or attempting to impersonate someone 
else. They may even attract fawning hero-worshippers, who follow 
them around hoping to witness a great act or perhaps try to help in 
some way, desperate to receive a kind word or just a nod of ac-
knowledgement. Such pathetic fans are a hindrance at best, and at 
worst can put themselves and the heroes into real danger, ruining 
attempts at stealth and getting in the way during fights. Well-
known heroes also get many more requests for aid. These may be 
petitions for professional services, business propositions, begging 
letters, or missions that would require their adventuring expertise. 
It becomes rare for such prestigious individuals to stumble across 
an adventure – trouble finds them! In fact fame and success can 
cause particular problems for those in certain walks of life. Those 
that become famous for less than honourable deeds find their 
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notoriety attracts a lot of attention, as malicious rivals plot their 
downfall and the authorities devote greater resources to bringing 
them to justice. Even the best of heroes may have to deal with op-
position, enemies, challenges to their status and even assassination 
attempts. 

Finally, the missions and quests that powerful heroes are faced with 
will increase in enormity. The peril is greater, the stakes higher. No 
longer will they be saving a village. Now they must save the entire 
Empire.

aChieving Mastery
Heroes who have reached the heights of power are some of the most 
skilled individuals in the land – the most lethal duellists, power-
ful spellcasters, influential orators and unshakable hunters to be 
found in the Old World. This pinnacle of expertise is not easy to 
achieve or maintain. Keeping their status as the best of the best 
requires long hours of study and training. Champions practice their 
weapon forms and drills, magistrates rehearse their speeches and 
arguments, and priests learn and revise the scriptures of their cult. 
They seek out arcane, lost tomes of knowledge and embark on epic 
pilgrimages to be taught by legendary tutors. For example, the feted 
champion Uchaeba Sung is said to have trained every morning 
while standing under an ice-cold waterfall to hone his endurance, 
followed by striking the trunk of an iron-bark tree a hundred times 
to condition his fists. Artemis Salk, of the College of the Light Or-
der, battled hill trolls in the elven ruins of west Bretonnia in order 
to rediscover the Book of Dawn, whose mystical secrets ensured his 
elevation to the rank of Wizard Lord. Mortilla Marathorn, devout 
Ulrican Arch-Lector made a years-long, barefoot trek on the forest 
roads from Ubersreik to Middenheim, to receive the wisdom of 

Ar-Ulric. Impressed, the high priest granted her command of a 
mission deep into the snow-covered Drakwald Forest to eliminate a 
savage beastlord – a task she completed, still without boots!

Of course, being known as the pre-eminent practitioner in your 
field comes along with some talented and determined competi-
tion. Such high-level practitioners that already exist may resent the 
hero’s newfound success. Consumed with bitterness and jealousy, 
they may put obstacles in the way to hinder and undermine the 
newcomer’s path to glory. Similarly, upcoming rivals dog their 
heels, making their own bids for power, issuing challenges and even 
actively sabotaging the hero’s work. Crime Lord Garros Daggerskin 
had good reason to be thankful that he always slept with a knife un-
der his pillow when a Tilean viper mysteriously found its way into 
his bed. Gold Wizard Ferrubus Hume was only alerted to the fact 
that someone had swapped one of his spell ingredients with black 
powder when he accidentally blew up an entire wing of his college. 
During the last significant greenskin incursion into Averland, the 
newly promoted and ambitious Captain Edvard Sigfrau begged 
his superiors for, and was granted, the honour of leading a strike 
force to eliminate one of the orc chieftains, whose isolated camp 
had been located by scouts. However, the intelligence maps he was 
provided with somehow got mixed up, and instead of destroying 
the orc outpost, the nighttime raiders blundered into a huge dung 
pile, tended by snotlings. The captain returned home humiliated 
and in dire need of a bath.

the respOnsibilities 
Of leadership
As he or she grows in status and power, a hero will often gain a reti-
nue of some sort. The group may consist of loyal followers as well as 
paid servants, and they may accompany their master (or mistress) 
on his most perilous missions or simply tend to his needs while he 
is at rest. Many serve to aid their master in his non-adventuring re-
sponsibilities. Such staff and hangers-on may be assistants, advisors 
and agents to help with day-to-day duties, minions and henchmen 
of questionable character and unpalatable skills, sentries and body-
guards for the more cautious or worrisome heroes, aspirants and 
initiates seeking wisdom or offering guidance, apprentices hoping 
to learn a trade or craft, servants, slaves and porters to complete 
tasks of daily drudgery, as well as more skilled individuals such as 
armourers, wranglers and cooks. Particularly famous or egotistical 
heroes may even attract or hire an archivist or balladeer to record 
their noble deeds. 

The members of the retinue will, for the most part, have to be paid, 
and all will need food and accommodation of some kind if they 
are travelling with the hero. They will also expect their master to 
behave with consistency and fairness, at least if they are to respond 
with loyalty and obedience. A master who is weak or cruel is likely 
to be robbed by his servants and abandoned in times of hardship 
and danger.

There are many examples of retainers having a beneficial and mutu-
ally respectful relationship with their employers. Magistrate Hein-
rich Minch was a good and honest bringer of justice to the citizens 
of the Reikland, who relied on the able assistance and friendship of 
a scribe he had known and worked with since the start of his career. 
Similarly, the vampire hunter Bors Kesselmann was accompanied 
on all his successful wilderness missions by a pair of veteran track-
ers from Stirland.
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